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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT IN CASE NO. MEPP-22,410 
RULING ON MOTION TO STRIKE AND MOTION IN LIMINE IN CASE NO. 

MPP-22,362 

On March 29, 2001, Local 361, IBPO (the Union) filed a complaint (Case No. 
MPP-22,362) with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) 
alleging that the Town of New Milford (the Town) had violated §7-470(a) of the 
Municipal Employees Relations Act (MERA or the Act) by unlawfully discharging 
Officer David Shortt during contract negotiations. In its complaint, the Union petitioned 
for Interim Relief in accordance with §7-471-36 of the Regulations of Connecticut State 
Agencies and submitted affidavits in support of that petition. 

On April 12, 2001, the Town filed a complaint (Case No. MEPP-22,410) with the 
Labor Board alleging that the Union had violated the Act by breaching the negotiation 
ground rules agreed upon by the parties. Specifically, the Town alleges that the Union 
violated the Act by filing the prohibited practice complaint and accompanying affidavits 
in Case No. MPP-22,362 in which it referenced negotiations between the parties. 

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the cases were consolidated 
and came before the Labor Board for a formal hearing on June 18, 2001. Both parties 



appeared and were represented. At the hearing, the Town filed a Motion to Strike and 
Motion in Limine seeking to strike certain portions of the Union’s complaint and further 
seeking to bar the Union from presenting any evidence “relating to or disclosing 
discussions which occurred during off-the-record contract negotiations between the Town 
and the Union”. At the hearing, the parties requested the Labor Board to first consider 
the Town’s complaint in Case No. MEPP-22,410 as well as its Motion to Strike and 
Motion in Limine in Case No. MPP-22,362. The parties agreed that the Labor Board 
should first consider and decide those matters before hearing evidence concerning the 
Union’s complaint in Case No. MPP-22,362.1  On July 2, 2001, the parties submitted a 
full stipulation of facts and exhibits. Both parties filed briefs and reply briefs, the last of 
which was received by the Labor Board on August 3, 2001. 

Based on the entire record before us, including the stipulation of the parties, we 
make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law and we dismiss the complaint 
in Case No. MEPP-22,410 and deny the Town’s Motion to Strike and Motion in Limine. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. The Town is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act. 

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act. Its 
address is 3510 Main Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut. 

3. The Town and the Union are currently involved in negotiations for a successor 
collective bargaining agreement to succeed the agreement scheduled to expire as of June 
30, 2000. 

4. Henry Marino was, at all times relevant to this matter, the Union President and a 
member of the Union negotiating team. 

5. Arthur J. Peitler was, at all times relevant to this matter, the Mayor of the Town of 
New Milford and responsible for the overall management of the Town of New Milford. 

6. Negotiations, on an off-the-record basis, were initially conducted between Mayor 
Peitler and Union President Marino. 

7. The parties signed ground rules on June 28, 2000 concerning the negotiation 
which contained the following relevant provisions: 

The negotiations between the Mayor and the President of Local 361, 
initiated on June 28, 2000 are off-the-record. No part of the discussions, 
whether proposal, tentative agreement, or otherwise may be used as 

1 At the hearing on June 18, 2001, the Union withdrew its Petition for Interim Relief in Case No. MPP-
22,362. 
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evidence in a later proceeding, including but not limited to interest 
arbitration. 

*** 

The parties recognize that negotiations can proceed most effectively in 
private. Therefore, neither the Town nor the Union will make any 
statement concerning negotiations to the public, the press or any news 
media, or any governmental body, unless required by law, until agreement 
is reached and ratified or until impasse is certified by a state mediator. 

The Town and the Union agree that all discussions at the bargaining table 
will be held confidential by the respective negotiating teams. Specific 
proposals and counterproposals will not be released or discussed with 
persons who are not members of the negotiating team, except that the 
Town may consult with members of the Personnel Subcommittee of the 
Town Council and the Union with its officers as necessary, and both 
parties may consult with any benefit consultants and legal counsel as 
necessary. (Ex. 6). 

8. Although negotiations stalled, the Town and the Union with legal counsel met on 
March 19, 2001 at 2 p.m. for a final off-the-record negotiation session to determine if a 
negotiated resolution could be reached. 

9. The Union’s negotiating committee consisted of Attorney John M. Walsh, Jr., 
Union President Henry Marino, David Shortt, Guy Samuelson and Larry Lynch. 

10. The Town’s negotiating committee consisted of Attorney Catherine Thompson, 
Chief Colin McCormack, Paula Kelly and Mayor Arthur Peitler. 

11. After lengthy negotiations, the parties were unable to reach agreement on March 
19, 2001. 

12. By letter dated March 20, 2001, Union President Marino notified Mayor Peitler 
that “this Union is withdrawing from the informal contract negotiations” between the 
Town and the Union. (Ex. 8). 

13. At the beginning of the bargaining session held on March 19, 2001, both the 
Town and the Union acknowledged that the negotiations were off the record and 
governed by the ground rules for the informal negotiations between the Mayor and the 
Union President. 

14. On March 29, 2001 the Union filed its complaint in Case No. MPP-22,362, in 
which it alleged that, after the informal negotiations between the parties ceased, the Town 
unlawfully terminated the employment of Officer David Shortt who had served on the 
Union’s negotiating team. The Union alleges in its complaint that the termination of 
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Officer Shortt was a result of the failure of the parties to reach agreement during informal 
negotiations and constituted an attempt to force the Union back to the bargaining table in 
violation of §§7-740(a)(1)(3) and (4). 

15. The affidavits attached to the Union’s complaint and supporting its Petition for 
Interim Relief in Case No. MPP-22,362 contain, inter alia, the following statement: 
“Although the off-the-record session lasted approximately eight hours, the parties were 
unable to reach agreement on medical benefits for disability retirees.” 

CONCLUSION OF LAW 

1. The Union did not commit a prohibited practice by filing its complaint in Case 
No. MPP-22,362 in which it referenced informal negotiations between the parties. 

DISCUSSION 

In this case, the Town alleges that the Union violated the ground rules established 
by the parties to govern their informal negotiations by filing its prohibited practice 
complaint in Case No. MPP-22,362 in which the Union references certain topics 
discussed during those negotiations. Specifically, the Town claims that the Union cannot 
present evidence regarding those negotiations because the ground rules provided that 
“[n]o part of the discussions, whether proposal, tentative agreement, or otherwise, may be 
used as evidence in a later proceeding, including but not limited to interest arbitration.” 

The Union argues that the ground rules may not be used to shield the Town from 
illegal acts and that the Town’s position is contrary to the spirit of the ground rules. In 
this case we agree with the Union and dismiss the Town’s complaint. 

It is well settled that ground rules are a mandatory subject of bargaining. 
Shepaug Valley, Decision No. 3722 (1999). The taking of unilateral action inconsistent 
with a mutually agreed upon ground rule constitutes a refusal to bargain in good faith and 
a prohibited practice. Shepaug Valley, supra; Town of Guilford, Decision No. 2858 
(1990). In this case, we find that the Union has not materially breached the ground rules 
by complaining to the Labor Board that a member of the bargaining unit was unlawfully 
discharged due to the negotiations that took place between the parties. 

First, we do not believe the Union’s complaint, even including specific references 
to negotiation subjects, violates the spirit or the letter of the ground rules. The primary 
purpose of any ground rules is to facilitate bargaining. See Shepaug Valley, supra; City 
of Hartford, Decision No. 2752 (1989). Here, that purpose was specifically set forth in 
the first paragraph of the ground rules which provided: “It is the intent of the parties that 
the President of Local 361 and the Mayor engage in informal negotiations in order that 
the renewal of the parties’ contract be concluded in the most efficient and amicable 
means possible.” The confidentiality provisions of these parties’ ground rules promoted 
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that purpose by allowing the parties to discuss subjects freely without the worry that their 
positions and proposals would be used as evidence in later, more formal bargaining 
procedures, should the informal negotiations fall apart. This type of provision is 
important for off-the-record negotiations because, as the Union points out in its brief, 
without such a provision, an arbitrator would be required to take the parties’ bargaining 
history into consideration in subsequent interest arbitration proceedings. 

Under the circumstances, we cannot find that the term “later proceeding” as used 
in the ground rules was meant to include a subsequent Labor Board prohibited practice 
proceeding. Rather we find that it refers to other bargaining-related proceedings such as 
formal negotiations, mediation and interest arbitration. This interpretation is supported 
not only by consideration of the primary purpose of ground rules but also by the wording 
of the rules in which the parties refer to “a later proceeding, including but not limited to 
interest arbitration.” (Emphasis added). It is clear to us that the parties intended for the 
subject matter of the off-the-record negotiations to remain confidential for purposes of 
further bargaining proceedings, not for every proceeding that might come later in time to 
the informal negotiations, whether or not such proceeding was related to the 
negotiation/arbitration process. 

Further, we do not believe it is appropriate to allow the parties’ ground rules, 
which were clearly designed to facilitate bargaining, to be used as a bar to the full and 
complete investigation of an allegation of a serious statutory violation. While the Town 
is correct that the Union has merely alleged a violation of the Act at this time, that 
argument misses the point. The Union’s complaint and accompanying affidavits indicate 
that the specific topics of discussion during the informal negotiations are an integral part 
of its proof that Officer Shortt was illegally discharged. As such, the Labor Board cannot 
develop a full and complete record without testimony concerning the substance of the 
negotiations. The Town claims that the Union does not need to provide evidence 
concerning the negotiations in order to present a case about Shortt’s discharge, but we do 
not agree, in light of the information in the Union’s complaint. We will not allow these 
ground rules, which were designed to aid in the bargaining process, to stand in the way of 
the investigation and processing of a complaint alleging a serious violation of MERA. 

For all of the above reasons, we dismiss the complaint in Case No. MEPP-22,410 
and we deny the Town’s Motion to Strike and Motion in Limine in Case No. MPP-
22,362. The Union’s complaint in Case No. MPP-22,362 will come back before us for a 
formal hearing. 
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ORDER 

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of 
Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the complaint in Case No. MEPP-22,410 filed herein be, and the 
same hereby is, DISMISSED. 

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 

________________________

John W. Moore, Jr.

Chairman


__________________________

Patricia V. Low

Board Member


_____________________________

C. Raymond Grebey 
Alternate Board Member 
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CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 7th 

day of September, 2001 to the following:


Attorney John M. Walsh, Jr.

Licari & Walsh

105 Court Street

New Haven, Connecticut 06511


Attorney Catherine M. Thompson

Sullivan, Schoen, Campane & Connon

24 Stony Hill Road, Suite 106

Bethel, Connecticut 06801-1166


Arthur J. Peitler, Mayor

Town of New Milford

Town Hall, 10 Main Street

New Milford, Connecticut 06776


RRR 

RRR 

_____________________________

Jaye Bailey Zanta, General Counsel

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
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